Lior Malul
Lior is 18 years old from Moshav Amazya, next to the city of
Kiryat Gat in southern Israel. He has two young brothers, Raz
and Omer. His father, Ronen, is a Technician and his mother,
Miri, is a Social worker. Lior graduated from “Tzafit” high
school and majored in Chemistry and Physical Education.
Lior was a counselor in the youth movement “Bnei
HaMoshavim” for two years and now he is acting a
leadership role in his movement. In addition, Lior takes part
in a Jewish leadership program called Diller Teen Fellows, a
program that connects Jews around the world, and he went
on a Diller mission to Chicago in April 2017 and to Belgrade in February 2018. Lior likes
sports and music and to hang out with friends.

Yuval Shiran
Yuval is 18 years old From Ness Ziona. She has a twin brother,
Dekel and a younger sister Lihi. Her parents, Neer and Vered,
are accountants and they work together for almost 20 years.
Yuval graduated from “Golda Meir” high school and majored
in chemistry and computer science. Yuval is the head of
counselors in her youth movement, “Krembo Wings” for kids
with and without special needs. In addition, she participated
in a counselor in training program at Y Country Camp, a
Jewish summer camp in Montreal Canada for 2 years. Yuval
loves playing guitar and ukulele, scuba diving and sport.
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Carmel Mena
Carmel is 17 years old from Michmanim, a small village in the
Galilee. She has two older brothers- Yahel (24) and Nimrod (22).
Her mother Vania, is a gynecologist and her father Moshe is a
Tour Guide, who works in America and Asia.
Carmel loves music, she learns vocal development and piano,
and participates in several choirs, among them ‘HaZamir’- a
Jewish musical youth movement, where she serves as the Teen
Leader of the group. She was also a counselor at the youth
movement of “Haichud Hahaklai”(the Agricultural Union). Carmel
majors are chemistry and music and she loves to go out with
friends, cook and bake cakes.

Adi Nulman
Adi is 18 years old from Jerusalem. She lives with her
mother, Betty, who is a lawyer, and her cat, Lychee. Adi
graduated from the Jerusalem Academy of Music and
Dance and majored in music, Spanish and math. Adi
plays the violin and has been member of various
orchestras and ensembles, performing before
audiences both in Israel and in Europe. Adi has been a
member of the Hebrew Scouts Youth Movement since
4th grade. During her last three years she was a 7th
graders counselor, became head of 8th graders counselors and finished as the main
coordinator for the teen layer (7th, 8th and 9th). Adi also loves to sing, dance and
horseback ride.

